Getting equipped with the newest gear sets you up for another long-distance run. For a compressor, fitting a new drive line is the start of many more years of top performance. Get your compressor in shape with Overhaul Service.

Quality Starts At The Core

At the heart of every compressor, the elements are vital to its performance. The Overhaul Service gives you the certainty of new life for your compressor and production, incorporating all the latest improvements. Air quality, reliability and performance are restored to the highest levels for many years to come.
Eliminating The Risk

All Atlas Copco drive line components are built for a maximum performance throughout their lifetime and come with a full warranty. The unique protective rotor coating and component design of our oil-free elements reduce the risk of corrosion and air contamination to an absolute minimum, safeguarding your production and product quality. Bring new life to your equipment and enjoy another full cycle of risk free operation thanks to Overhaul Service.

“We used to look at overhauls as something we had no control over, but since the Overhaul Service we know they’re actually quite manageable.”

Rejuvenate Your Compressor

When the time comes to overhaul your compressor, you too can benefit from our hassle-free Overhaul Service. Offering the best compressor elements and unrivalled expertise, this is your guarantee of a reinvigorated compressor performance.

Contact your Atlas Copco representative today!

ASK YOURSELF…

What happens when an overhaul is needed?
At some point, regular maintenance may no longer be sufficient to keep your compressor’s performance up to standard. How will a decreased performance impact your production, and how will you deal with unexpected repair costs? During the various service interventions, our service specialists monitor your equipment. Taking into account the application, running profile and site conditions, they determine the right time for the Overhaul Service, making sure your machine stays in top condition.

Why should I plan Overhaul Service in advance?
Have you considered the consequences of a prolonged standstill of your production? That’s what could happen if you wait for the vital parts of your compressor to deteriorate and potentially fail before deciding on an overhaul. A well-planned Overhaul Service takes into account your production planning and ensures all resources and components will be available at the right time, for instance during a scheduled factory shutdown. Thanks to the expertise of our service engineers, the overhaul will be performed efficiently and swiftly, minimizing downtime.

How can I prepare for the financial impact of an overhaul?
An overhaul can be a considerable investment, often regarded as CAPEX. However, Overhaul Service is a flexible solution that allows you to better control your operational budget. Scheduling the overhaul in advance gives you plenty of time to adapt your financial planning. Combined with a service plan, the cost can even be spread over a number of years.